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Abstract
This paper presents our research on evaluating the suitability of a Tabular Data Synthesis (TDS) tool for use-case specific
requirements. The main goal is to develop a platform that allows users, for example researchers from other fields, to select
a suitable TDS tool for their real-world application. In the course of developing such a platform, three contributions are
currently planned: Firstly, a decision guide for users formulated by compiling the reported performance of leading tools
against a set of functional and non-functional requirements. Secondly, a benchmarking framework for TDS tools based on
these identified requirements. Lastly, a customizable tool selection platform, developed through extensive benchmarking of
predominant TDS tools. This platform must provide a number of possible tools based on specific use case constraints and
allow for community-based expansion, thereby offering a dynamic and adaptable solution for TDS tool selection.
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1. Introduction
Tabular data synthesis (TDS) is a method which creates
realistic artificial data that mirror the distribution and
structure of real relational datasets, and it provides a
solution [1] for data scarcity in data-driven applications.

Data synthesis is mainly popular for images [2] and
text [3], however TDS has demonstrated impressive out-
comes in the generation of highly realistic artificial tables
[4, 5, 6]. The goal of this research is to determine how the
fitness-for-use of a TDS tool can be assessed, given con-
crete real-world applications. The main contributions of
this research are: 1)A decision guide to select a suitable
TDS tool for an application, developed by compiling the
reported performance of the predominant tools on our
identified functional and non-functional requirements.
2) A benchmarking framework for TDS tools, using
our previously identified functional and non-functional
requirements as performance indicators. 3) A customiz-
able tool selection platform, developed by benchmark-
ing predominant TDS tools (cf. Contribution 2). The
platform is customizable because it outputs a number
of suitable tools. The suitability is estimated based on
use-case specific constraints. The platform is expandable
because it allows community-based updates.
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2. Related Work
Our focus is tabular data, which is structured data orga-
nized into rows representing individual data points, and
columns representing different features. Our work can
be classified as a recommendation system for TDS tools.
However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no TDS
tools’ recommender systems.

Platforms such as Synthetic Data Vault (SDV) [7] and
its enterprise version DataCebo, Gretel AI [8] and Mostly
AI [9] offer the possibility to generate tabular data. They
implement some leading TDS models to fit the widest
range of applications possible, yet we find there is cur-
rently no universal TDS tool which works well for all
datasets. These platforms do not report on the specific
limitations of their models for each application, partly
because there is no standard framework.

Relevant surveys for our work include Hernandez’s
[10] review for health records, Fan’s [11] analysis of Gen-
erative Adversarial Networks (GAN) across different data
types, Figueira’s [12] survey on evaluation methods, Bro-
phy’s [13] exploration on time series generation, Koo and
Kim’s [14] review on generative diffusion models, and
Lin’s [15] review with focus on time-series diffusion.

3. Purposes of TDS
Reviewing the different surveys and TDS tool papers, we
identified five reasons for the synthesis of tabular data.
• Missing value imputation: Incomplete entries of-

ten occur in real-world datasets, potentially distorting
analysis. TDS is employed to fill these gaps with plau-
sible values.
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• Dataset balancing: Some classes having significantly
more instances than others can cause bias in data-
driven models. TDS could balance the dataset by gen-
erating records for the underrepresented classes.

• Dataset augmentation: Increasing the dataset size
by creating new artificial records help, for example, to
increase robustness in machine learning models.

• Privacy protection: Generating artificial data that ad-
heres to privacy regulations allows secure data sharing
while safeguarding sensitive information.

• Customized data generation: Generating data with
specific external constraints allows the creation of
scenario-based data, particularly valuable when orig-
inal data is unavailable. For example, generating en-
vironmental datasets for different future scenarios is
essential for data-driven meteorological models [16].

The protection of privacy can be the sole reason for the
synthesis (e.g., if sensitive data need to be shared), but it
can also be combined with any of the other purposes.

4. Challenges of TDS
For all domains of data synthesis where privacy protec-
tion is of interest, one challenge is the privacy vs. utility
trade-off [17]. Data utility describes the data’s effective-
ness in fulfilling its intended purpose, besides privacy.
Balancing data privacy and utility is a fundamental chal-
lenge in data synthesis, because enhancing privacy often
diminishes data utility and vice versa [18].

The challenge in TDS is to accurately capture the main
information and structure of the input dataset, to be able
to replicate it in a synthetic dataset that is useful for
the desired purpose. We summarize the challenges of
accurately capturing and replicating this information as
follows:
• Handling Missing Values: Capturing the real col-

umn distribution and column correlations in a dataset
with missing values is challenging, because the gaps
distort statistical properties.

• Addressing Class Imbalance: In a dataset with class
imbalance the model could over fit, or suffer mode
collapse. However, it is crucial to effectively learn from
such imbalances to identify and understand outliers,
which are often indicative of anomalies [19].

• Diversity of Column Types: Different from images
composed by pixels and text composed by words and
phrases, tabular data often contains various column
types, such as numerical, categorical, text, temporal,
and mixed.

• Complex Distributions: Real-world columns can
have complex distributions and capturing the real dis-
tribution of a column is crucial to generate realistic
data.

• Complex Column Relations: Real-world datasets
include correlations between columns, and sometimes
these columns belong to different tables within the
dataset. Capturing and preserving these relations is
particularly challenging, for example, when there are
multiple tables interconnected through foreign key
references [20].

• Temporal dependencies: Temporal columns add
complexity to the synthesis process. This is particu-
larly difficult for long-term relations because it requires
the model to retain information over long periods of
time.

5. TDS Tool Requirements
Our focus are deep generative models, a subcategory
of data-driven TDS tools, which leverages deep learn-
ing techniques to model joint probability distributions
of the dataset. Compiling existing surveys shows that
the currently predominant tools belong to the following
categories: Variational Autoencoders (VAE), Generative
Adversarial Networks (GAN), Normalizing Flows (NF),
Graph Neural Networks (GNN), Diffusion Probabilistic
Models, and Transformers (often LLMs). The sampling
method SMOTE is also often included because it achieves
good performance for its simplicity [5].

We compiled a list of requirements reported for the
different TDS tools, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1
List of characteristics that TDS tools should be able to capture
and replicate from a dataset.

Class Requirements

Column Number
Univariate
Bivariate
Multivariate

Column Type

Categorical
Numerical continuous
Numerical discrete
Text
Temporal
Mixed

Column Distribution
Typical statistical distributions
(Gaussian, uniform, exponential, Poisson,
binomial, logistic, etc.)
Skewed
Multi-modal

Relations

Inter-column relations
Inter-table relations
Temporal relations: short-term
Temporal relations: long-term
Integrity constraints

Combining the purposes described in Section 3, the
requirements listed in Table 1, and a compilation of TDS
tools (Table 3), we mark what requirements each TDS
tool was reported to fulfill. As a result, we created a
first attempt for a decision guide for users who wants to
synthesize tabular data for a real-world application. The
result is shown in Table 2.



Table 2
Tabular decision guide to support the selection of TDS tools, based on the compilation of the reported TDS tool fulfillment of
functional and non-functional requirements. We ranked the tool’s computational costs based on how the author’s compared
their tools to the others.

Which tabular data
synthesis tool is best
suited for my
application?

What columns are
present in the origi-
nal dataset?

What is the purpose
of the artificial data?

Approaches Competitive Advan-
tages

Relative Computa-
tional Cost

Categorical and
Numerical

Privacy Protection
medGAN Low
DP-GAN Differential privacy Low
PATE-GAN Differential privacy Low

Missing value
imputation, dataset
balancing or data
augmentation

TVAE Low
GOGGLE Medium
TableGAN Includes privacy Low
CTGAN Complex distributions Medium

Customized generation
GANBLR+ Medium
CTGAN Complex distributions Low

Categorical, Numerical
and Mixed (categorical
and numerical)

Privacy
CTAB-GAN Medium
CTAB-GAN+ Differential privacy Medium
Kamino Differential privacy Medium

Missing value
imputation, dataset
balancing or data
augmentation

TabDDPM Complex distributions High
Kamino Integrity constraints Medium
REaLTabFormer Inter-table constraints,

less pre-processing
High

Customized generation
CTAB-GAN Medium
CTAB-GAN+ Differential privacy Medium

Categorical, Numerical
and Temporal

Privacy DoppelGANger Medium
Missing value
imputation, dataset
balancing or data
augmentation

TimeGAN Medium
TimeVAE Medium
TSGM High
DoppelGANger Long-term Medium

Customized generation RESEARCH GAP
Categorical, Numerical,
Mixed and Text

Any
GReaT High
REaLTabFormer Inter-table constraints High

In the course of creating the guide, we identified some
research gaps: 1) there are no reported tools for cus-
tomized generation of time series datasets, 2) many ad-
vanced tools are reported to violate integrity constraints
[18], 3) transformer models capture correlations well
with significantly less pre-processing but the results seem
to not fully capture the complex distributions of single
column [6], 4) there are no tools to effectively gener-
ate multiple related tables, preserving the column cor-
relations and integrity constraints, 6) there is no trans-
parency in reporting the computational costs or resources
required.

Table 3
Overview of tools considered for our assessment, grouped by
their corresponding methodology

Methodology Approaches
Sampling SMOTE [21]
GAN medGAN [22], PATE-GAN [23],

DP-GAN[24], TableGAN [17],
CTGAN[25], CTAB-GAN[26],
CTAB-GAN+ [4], GANBLR+[27]
TimeGAN[28], DoppelGANger[29]

VAE TVAE[25], TimeVAE[30]
Diffusion TabDDPM[5], TSGM [31]
Graph NN Goggle[32]
Transformer GReaT [6], REalTabFormer [33]
Probabilistic KAMINO [18]

6. Research Question
The main goal is to develop a platform that allows users
to select a suitable TDS tool for their use-case specific
requirements. This divides into the research questions:
RQ1 What are the use-case specific functional and non-

functional requirements that drive the selection
process between TDS tools?

RQ2 How can the suitability of a specific tool be eval-
uated based on the identified requirements us-
ing a standardized benchmarking framework?
Which metrics can be used to assess the perfor-
mance of the tools?

RQ3 How can users be effectively guided in their de-
cision process of a suitable TDS tool?

The main research focus is the development of a frame-
work to benchmark TDS tools. Each of the research ques-
tions result in a contribution as follows:

C1 A decision guide for users choosing a suitable
TDS tool for their application, developed by com-
piling the reported TDS tool fulfillment of func-
tional and non-functional requirements.

C2 A benchmarking framework for TDS tools,
based on our previously identified functional and
non-functional requirements.

C3 A customizable tool selection platform, devel-
oped by benchmarking predominant TDS tools
(cf. Contribution 2).



7. Conclusions
Synthetic tabular data is a solution for the scarcity and
lack of diversity of real-world datasets for data-driven
applications. From the research gaps we identified, our
focus is addressing how to evaluate the suitability of TDS
tools for use-case specific requirements.

We successfully identified the main purposes, chal-
lenges and some of the requirements for TDS tools, how-
ever the decision-making process has so many dimen-
sions that it cannot be adequately presented as a table.
For that reason, we aim to break down the decision-
making process involved in selecting a TDS tool for real-
world applications into functional and non-functional
requirements. Examples of functional requirements is
the ability to handle multiple column types and distribu-
tions. Examples of non-functional requirements is the
resource efficiency of the tool (time and memory), or its
scalability. Afterwards, those requirements will base a
benchmarking framework for TDS tools, used to evalu-
ate the tools’ suitability for specific use cases. Finally, a
customizable tool selection platform will be developed
to capture the full complexity of the decision-making
process and truly guide users in selection a suitable tool
for their real-world application.

The planned contributions add to the research field
by providing a baseline to benchmark TDS tools, allow-
ing researchers to easily identify gaps. This broadens
the research space from machine learning researchers to
other data-centric fields, such as data management. The
contributions also bring TDS closer to users outside this
research field, by simplifying the tool selection process.
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